Resonating vector strength: what happens when we vary the "probing" frequency while keeping the spike times fixed.
The synchrony vector, whose length stands for the vector strength (VS), is a means to quantify the amount of periodicity in a neuronal response to a given periodic signal, say, the stimulus. One usually chooses the input angular frequency and evaluates the synchrony vector as a weighted sum of exponentials taken at given experimental spike times of the neuronal response in combination with the driving input frequency. Given the experimental spike times, we replace the stimulus frequency by a variable probing frequency, study the synchrony vector in dependence upon this probing frequency, i.e., as a function of the frequency as a real variable, and exhibit both mathematically and experimentally a resonance behavior once the variable frequency is in the neighborhood of the stimulus frequency. Furthermore, a "resonating" VS is shown to be quite useful since one need not know the external frequency but can simply stick to the given spike times and analyze the ensuing resonance as the frequency varies, for example, to determine at the same time a "best" frequency and the corresponding VS. Finally, it is straightforward to determine the corresponding phase originating from, say, a delay as well.